
MBMORUNDUM 0F UNDHRSTANDING BETWEHN

BURIRAM RAJABHAT UNIVERSITY AND I-IAINAN NORMAL UNIVI]RSITY

Buriran Raj abhat University and Hainan Normal University consent to enter a formal

Memorundum of understanding (hereafter MOU), based on a foundation of mutual trust, benefit,
I

and development of the universities.

The two universities wish to expand the basis for cooperation and exchange in the area of

mutual interest, commiting to implement the following fundamental principles.

1. The two universities shall promote the following activities based on their respective

`   .,qn -`I;i   i.tici  `,1uLciiional  needs.

1.1  Ci-1;rii.I:jb li`[£iguage classes for students and the public;I  I

1.2 Exchange of students;

1.3 Exchange of academic and administrative staff members;

1.4 Exchange of library materials and research publications;
'   1.5 Joint research and symposia;

1.6 Exchange of cultural activities;

1.7 Other academic exchange.

2. The implement of each exchange based on this agreement shall be separately negotiated and

determined by both parties.

3. Nothing shall interfere with the full autonomy of eit.her university, nor will any constraints

be imposed by either upon the other in carrying out the agreement.

4. The MOU is subject to revision by mutual agreement.

5. This agreement shall be effective for five years from the day of its endorsement byI
representatives of both 'universities. It is also understood that the agreement shall be renewed

automatically for a period of an additional five years unless there is a written notice of its

termination fi.rom either university six months before the expiration datdi+``                               ,€<

6. The MOU is excuted in 2 originals in Thai, Chinese AND English with the same accuracy

and completeness.

7. Each university will retain 1 original in each language.

8. This agreement shall be effective from the day signed by the representatives of both

universities.
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